Cellular senescence is a stress response that accompanies stable exit from the cell cycle. Classically, senescence, particularly in human cells, involves the p53 and p16/Rb pathways, and often both of these tumor suppressor pathways need to be abrogated to bypass senescence. In parallel, a number of effector mechanisms of senescence have been identified and characterized. These studies suggest that senescence is a collective phenotype of these multiple effectors, and their intensity and combination can be different depending on triggers and cell types, conferring a complex and diverse nature to senescence. Series of studies on senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) in particular have revealed various layers of functionality of senescent cells in vivo. Here we discuss some key features of senescence effectors and attempt to functionally link them when it is possible.
Cellular senescence was originally identified as a state of ''permanent'' cell cycle arrest resulting from the limited replicative capacity of normal human diploid fibroblasts (HDFs) in culture (called replicative senescence) (Hayflick 1965; Shay and Wright 2000) . While replicative senescence was later associated with telomere shortening or dysfunction, different cellular stressors have also been demonstrated to induce a similar phenotype. Thus, more generally, senescence can be described as a state of stable cell cycle arrest in response to diverse stresses (Campisi and d'Adda di Fagagna 2007; Collado et al. 2007; Kuilman et al. 2010) . Recently, however, this rather bland description has been considerably revised due to our increased understanding of its non-cell-autonomous activities, which are mediated by the senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP). The non-cell-autonomous activities of senescence provide an understanding of the functional relevance of senescent cells in pathophysiology, particularly diverse roles in the tumor microenvironment, and the suggestion that they may contribute to declining organ function with aging. Thus, senescence is not a singular state but rather a heterogeneous phenotype driven by diverse inputs leading to diverse outputs. In addition to the SASP, senescence is associated with other effector mechanisms, providing additional complexity to the phenotype. This view is consistent with the idea that, in contrast to the apoptotic program, senescence is a collective phenotype of multiple effector programs, which form functional networks of senescence . Furthermore, recent studies have revealed ''nonpathological'' roles for senescence during embryonic development. Senescence, much like apoptosis, contributes to embryonic patterning (Muñ oz-Espín et al. 2013; Storer et al. 2013 ). In addition, ERVWE1-mediated cell fusion, which is required for the placental syncytiotrophoblast formation, induces senescence, although precise roles for senescence in the development and function of the placenta remain to be elucidated (Chuprin et al. 2013) . These studies reinforce the concept of a diversity of senescence phenotypes and suggest that senescence might be a more widespread phenomenon than it previously appeared to be.
A number of senescence markers have been characterized in the prototypical HDF system, but many of these findings have been validated in other cell and in vivo systems (Table 1) . These markers often are associated with the effector mechanisms of senescence, as discussed below. For example, some markers of the DNA damage response (DDR) (d'Adda di Fagagna 2008) and components of the SASP (Kuilman and Peeper 2009; Coppé et al. 2010 ) have been used as in vitro or in vivo markers of senescence. Even senescence-associated b-galactosidase (SA-b-Gal) activity, the de facto hallmark of senescence (Dimri et al. 1995) , may reflect increased activity of autophagy, at least in some cases (Gerland et al. 2003; Narita et al. 2011) . Since the effector mechanisms of senescence are not necessarily specific for senescence or present in all forms of senescence, interpretation of senescence markers needs to be context-dependent; more importantly, multiple markers need to be considered in combination. It is conceivable that the different combina-tions of effectors and markers result from differences in the ''quality'' of the phenotype. As discussed later, such a ''spectrum'' of senescence is consistent with the recent idea of an actively maintained state of ''deep'' or ''late'' senescence, which seems to be associated with specific (or additional) markers and effectors of senescence (Passos et al. 2010; De Cecco et al. 2013; Ivanov et al. 2013) . The recent detailed characterization of the SASP, where the paracrine transmission of senescence to neighboring cells wanes during serial transmission, also provides evidence for a qualitative variation in the senescent phenotype (Acosta et al. 2013 ). Here we summarize effector mechanisms and highlight some key components of the collective phenotype of senescence (Fig. 1) .
DDR
Senescence can be induced by diverse stimuli, and activation of the DDR pathways is involved in both the induction and maintenance of senescence in many cases. The DDR is composed of DNA damage sensing, amplification of activities of upstream kinases ATM and ATR, the signal transduction through downstream kinases CHK2 and CHK1, and effector proteins such as p53 and CDC25 (d'Adda di Fagagna 2008). Persistent DDR in particular, which is represented by telomere dysfunction-induced foci (TIF) (Takai et al. 2003; Herbig et al. 2006 ) and DNA segments with chromatin alterations reinforcing senescence (DNA-SCAR) (Rodier et al. 2011) , has been associated with the maintenance of senescence primarily through p53 activation (Rodier et al. 2009; Fumagalli et al. 2012) .
It has been shown that the DDR kinases are activated during replicative senescence, which is associated with the gradual shortening of telomeres (Harley et al. 1990) , and pairwise inhibition of ATM/ATR or CHK2/CHK1 delays the onset of replicative senescence (d'Adda di Fagagna et al. 2003; Herbig et al. 2004) . Telomeres are nucleoprotein complexes composed of specialized tandem repeat sequences (59-TTAGGG-39) and an associated multiprotein complex called ''shelterin'' (Palm and de Lange 2008) . Telomeres are located at the end of every chromosome, protecting DNA ends from a number of enzymes involved in DNA metabolism. The very end of the telomere is single-stranded, and this can loop back, forming a t-loop and invading between the telomeric dsDNA to form a D-loop structure (Palm and de Lange 2008) . It has been shown that the shelterin protein TRF2 protects chromosomal ends (van Steensel et al. 1998 ) but also limits DNA repair when damage occurs within telomeres .
Although the exact threshold of telomere length or the number of dysfunctional telomeres within a cell that can trigger senescence is still unclear (d'Adda di Fagagna 2008), Figure 1 . Schematic model of senescence and its biological functions. Representative intrinsic effectors of senescence and their relationship are shown on the left. Spatial and functional associations between mTOR (mT) and autophagy (AP) augment each other and facilitate SASP. The SASP provokes ER stress and, as a countermeasure, autophagy. SAHFs might contribute to maintenance of constitutively active gene expression, such as SASP components. SAHFs also restrain DNA damage. Persistent DDR (pDDR) positively regulates many SASP components, whereas p53 negatively regulates or modulates the SASP. Representative impacts of the SASP are shown on the right. The SASP reinforces senescence through autocrine activities. The SASP can be amplified through positive feedback loops between proinflammatory cytokines and the transcription factors (NF-kB and C/EBPb). Targets of paracrine activities of the SASP include the extracellular matrix (ECM), tumor cells (protumorigenic), normal cells (prosenescent), and immune cells. Senescent cells can be eliminated through the immune cells. It is also conceivable that the SASP causes systemic effects on individual fitness, facilitating aging. Takai et al. 2003; Herbig et al. 2004 ). In the intermediate state, however, DDR-positive telomeres retain TRF2, which inhibits both chromosome end fusion and DNA repair. Thus, this state can result in a persistent DDR. In addition, the TRF2-dependent suppression of DNA repair within telomeres can yield DDR signaling from telomere-associated damage resulting from causes other than telomere shortening (Karlseder et al. 2002; Fumagalli et al. 2012) . If DNA damage is dispersed throughout the genome (e.g., by g-irradiation), damage within telomeres is irreparable and thus stabilized Hewitt et al. 2012; Suram et al. 2012 ). Interestingly, a recent study showed that damage at certain nontelomeric sites can also be persistent, resulting in DNA-SCAR formation (Rodier et al. 2011) . Mechanisms for the suppression of DNA damage repair at nontelomeric sites remain to be elucidated. In addition to replicative exhaustion and DNA damageinducing agents, the DDR has also been shown to be a critical effector of oncogene-induced senescence (OIS) (d'Adda di Fagagna 2008). Strong activation of some oncogenes (such as Ras or Raf) paradoxically induces senescence (Serrano et al. 1997) , and this process appears to be telomere-independent (Jones et al. 2000) . The initial response of normal cells to constitutively active oncogenic stimuli is typically hyperproliferation, which appears to be ''sensed'' by cells, triggering a senescence phenotype (Lin et al. 1998) . It has been shown that one mechanism for the link between the initial mitotic reaction and senescence induction is the S-phase-associated DDR: The oncogenic stress drives increased DNA replication origins, leading to accumulation of incomplete replication intermediates, resulting in DNA damage and activation of the DDR kinases (ATM, ATR, CHK2, and CHK1) (Bartkova et al. 2006; Di Micco et al. 2006; Mallette et al. 2007 ). These studies also showed that, depending on oncogenes or cell type, experimental inactivation of key DDR factors can inhibit OIS. Furthermore, consistent with the finding that telomeric DNA damage is irreparable, it has been reported that OIS is also associated with persistent DDR at telomeres (Suram et al. 2012) .
Thus, the DDR appears to be a mechanism that underlies senescence, triggered by diverse stimuli. Of note, DDR-independent senescence has also been reported in some experimental conditions where p16, p38MAPK, or ATR is constitutively activated or tumor suppressor Pten is completely lost (Toledo et al. 2008; Rodier et al. 2009; Alimonti et al. 2010; Freund et al. 2011) . In addition, two recent studies have identified ''programmed'' cellular senescence, which contributes to tissue remodeling during mammalian embryonic development at multiple regions (Muñ oz-Espín et al. 2013; Storer et al. 2013) . They showed that this developmental senescence typically shares some markers with OIS (including SA-b-Gal, p21, p15, and heterochromatin marks) but not the DDR. The up-regulation of p21 (a major p53 target) is critical for this phenotype, but, consistent with the lack of the DDR, the activation of p21 is p53-independent. Interestingly, while developmental senescence also exhibits up-regulation of some SASP components, major DDR targets (see below) like IL6 and IL8 do not appear to be up-regulated (Storer et al. 2013) . Thus, these studies provide physiological contexts for DDR-independent senescence.
SASP
The key contribution of secretome alterations to the senescent phenotype has long been recognized. Early studies showed that late passage human fibroblasts or fibroblasts derived from subjects with premature aging syndromes produce secretory proteins, including plasminogen activator inhibitor type-1 (PAI-1), which later became a functional marker of senescence (Murano et al. 1991; Goldstein et al. 1994; Kortlever et al. 2006) .
The secretome of senescent cells is complex, consisting of a range of cytokines, chemokines, and proteases, among others (Campisi 2005; Kuilman and Peeper 2009) . This SASP or senescence messaging secretome (SMS) (Kuilman and Peeper 2009) reflects the non-cell-autonomous functionality of senescent cells and may underpin their in vivo role in the pathophysiology of aging and age-related disorders. However, the range of functions ascribed to members of the SASP is extremely diverse and includes both autocrine and paracrine signaling, protumorigenic and tumor-suppressive effects, and pro-and anti-inflammatory signaling.
Regulation of the SASP
Control of the secretome in senescent cells is achieved at many levels, from transcriptional regulation to autocrine feedback loops, but persistent DDR appears to be critical for regulation of the SASP (Coppé et al. 2010 ). Senescent cells induced by either genotoxic stress, replicative exhaustion, or oncogenic stress secrete myriad factors associated with inflammation, proliferation, and modulation of the extracellular matrix (ECM) (Acosta et al. 2008; Kuilman et al. 2008; Rodier et al. 2009 ).
Loss of ataxia telangiectasia-mutated (ATM) or other factors responding to DNA damage (such as NBS1 and CHK2) leads to reductions in some SASP factors, such as IL6 and IL8, central components of SASP, during not only DDR-induced senescence but also OIS (Rodier et al. 2009) . OIS is also mediated by the DDR (Bartkova et al. 2006; Di Micco et al. 2006; Mallette et al. 2007 ). In addition, expression of the CDK inhibitors p16 or p21 leads to the induction of senescence without the develop-ment of a DDR; this senescent phenotype lacks a proinflammatory SASP (Rodier et al. 2009 ). Thus, the development of the SASP is largely dependent on a persistent DDR associated with senescence stimuli (Coppé et al. 2010) . Interestingly, Coppé et al. (2008) showed that loss of p53 from HDFs rather augments persistent DDR and IL6 secretion, which plays a key role in protumorigenic paracrine activities of the SASP (see below). Thus, they propose an intriguing concept that p53 acts as a ''cell-nonautonomous tumor suppressor.'' This idea was reinforced by a recent study of chemically induced hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in mice, in which the p53-mediated SASP in hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) suppresses development of HCC in part through triggering the activation of antitumoral M1 macrophages (Lujambio et al. 2013) .
Many SASP components are up-regulated at a transcriptional level (Shelton et al. 1999; Kuilman et al. 2008) , and two transcription factors, NF-kB and C/EBPb, have been shown to be up-regulated, activated, and bound to chromatin during OIS and to cooperatively regulate the inflammatory components of the SASP (Acosta et al. 2008; Kuilman et al. 2008; Chien et al. 2011; Jing et al. 2011) . Using a transcriptomic approach, Kuilman et al. (2008) have shown that depletion of IL6, which they confirmed to be a direct transcriptional target of C/EBPb, results in collapse of the inflammatory SASP network and senescence bypass. More recently, IL1 signaling was shown to be an upstream effector of both NF-kB and C/EBPb and therefore IL6 and IL8 induction (Orjalo et al. 2009; Hubackova et al. 2012; Acosta et al. 2013) . Interestingly, Acosta et al. (2013) identified inflammasomes, multimolecular innate immune complexes, as a critical regulator of this process. Analogous to the apoptosome, which activates caspase-9 and the subsequent cascade of the classical apoptosis pathway, inflammasomes activate caspase-1 (formerly known as IL1 converting enzyme), which is required for the initiation and amplification of IL1 signaling (Strowig et al. 2012; Hoare and Narita 2013 ). In addition, recent studies have shown that IL1 (and TGFb, another SASP component) can mediate senescence through activating oxidative stress and DNA damage, providing another level of positive feedback loop (Hubackova et al. 2012; Acosta et al. 2013) . These studies collectively suggest that the inflammatory SASP consists of a complex hierarchical network, which involves robust signal amplification.
Functions of the SASP
There are diverse downstream effects of the SASP that are dependent on the context and signal-receiving cell situation. These effects include protumorigenesis (paracrine), immunomodulation (paracrine), senescence reinforcement (paracrine and autocrine), and modulation of the tissue microenvironment (paracrine) (Hoare and Narita 2013) . In addition to the cell-autonomous tumor suppressor function of senescence, which could be reinforced by the SASP through an autocrine feedback loop, the paradoxical protumorigenic effects of the SASP have been noted (Coppé et al. 2010) . It has been shown that secreted proteins from senescent HDFs promote proliferation and malignant transformation of premalignant epithelial cells (Krtolica et al. 2001; Bavik et al. 2006) . For example, these paracrine effects include promotion of epithelial-mesenchyme transition and invasion, tumor vascularization, and abnormal tissue morphology, which are mediated by the proinflammatory cytokines IL6 and IL8, VEGF, and the metalloprotease MMP3 (Parrinello et al. 2005; Coppé et al. 2006 Coppé et al. , 2008 Kuilman et al. 2008) . Interestingly, however, the paracrine protumorigenic activity of SASP appears to be more relevant to cells that are already primed toward malignant transformation.
How, then, does the SASP affect normal cells? In their seminal works, the Peeper and Gil groups (Acosta et al. 2008; Kuilman et al. 2008) showed that IL6 and IL8, key components of the SASP, '''reinforce'' senescence rather than ''spread'' senescent phenotypes to the healthy neighboring cells. This requirement for some commitment of target cells toward either malignant transformation or senescence might explain to some extent the pleotropic functions of these cytokines. However, recent studies have shown that some SASP factors, including IL1b, can induce senescence in normal cells. Thus, senescence can be transmitted to untransformed neighboring cells through the paracrine activity of the SASP (Hubackova et al. 2012; Acosta et al. 2013) . IL1b needs to be cleaved and modified by inflammasome-activated caspase-1, and therefore the inflammasome is involved in local propagation of not only inflammation but also senescence in the tissue microenvironment. Interestingly, the propagation of paracrine senescence appears to be under control, since transmissibility of the SASP wanes during serial transmission of senescence (Acosta et al. 2013) . The significance of the inflammasome-IL1b signal as an upstream effector of senescence was also observed in murine HSC senescence. This can be induced by obesity-associated gut microbial production of the bile acid metabolite deoxycholic acid (DCA), although, in this case, the paracrine effect of the HSC SASP appears to be protumorigenic on hepatocytes in the presence of the carcinogen DMBA (Yoshimoto et al. 2013) .
Paracrine effects of the SASP also provoke anti-tumor immunity (Serrano 2011; Hoenicke and Zender 2012) . Apoptotic cells physiologically are rapidly eliminated through phagocytosis to avoid harmful necrotic inflammation. Xue et al. (2007) first showed that senescent cells can also be eliminated in vivo. They used a H-ras-driven mouse liver cancer model in which the endogenous level of p53 could be modulated by inducible RNAi. They showed that reactivation of the p53 pathway results in ras-driven tumor regression. Strikingly, they found no sign of apoptosis but instead induction of senescence; the SASP triggers infiltration of natural killer (NK) cells and other innate effector cells to eliminate tumor cells. Recently, using a similar model, Iannello et al. (2013) showed that the recruitment of NK cells into tumors in which p53 had been reactivated requires the chemokine CCL2 and that the elimination of those tumor cells by NK cells is dependent on the NK surface receptor NKG2D, known to be involved in anti-tumoral immunity. However, both studies used recipient mice that lacked mature T-lymphocytic responses. In contexts where all components of the immune system are intact, antigen-specific CD4 + T-lymphocyte responses against activated oncogenes were demonstrated to be crucial in the clearance of senescent cells (Kang et al. 2011b ). ''Senescence surveillance'' by both innate and adaptive immune responses, triggered by paracrine SASP signaling, has been further demonstrated in several other model systems (Krizhanovsky et al. 2008; Acosta et al. 2013; Lujambio et al. 2013) .
Interestingly, it has been shown that nonmalignant cells, including infiltrating immune cells, surrounding early neoplastic lesions exhibit focal p16 activation (Burd et al. 2013) . The data suggest that paracrine activities of the SASP not only recruit immune cells but also transmit senescence to them. However, as the investigators comment, the possibility cannot be excluded that immune cells become senescent elsewhere and then are preferentially recruited to the emerging neoplastic region (Burd et al. 2013 ). In any case, the specific roles of the senescence program in these immune cells need further validation.
Beyond cell-to-cell communication, recent evidence also links senescence with tissue architectural integrity. Chronic toxic liver injury in mice leads to the development of hepatic fibrosis that mimics human chronic liver injury. Upon liver injury, HSCs initially activate, proliferate, and develop a profibrotic secretome. These mice exhibit accumulation of senescent cells, which are primarily derived from HSCs (Krizhanovsky et al. 2008 ). However, when activated HSCs subsequently become senescent, the profibrotic secretome switches to a more typical SASP-like secretome, which contains both proinflammatory cytokines and matrix-degrading enzymes; this is generally felt to be ''fibrolytic,'' thereby limiting liver fibrosis. In mice lacking p53, HSCs fail to undergo senescence, continue to proliferate, and secrete profibrotic factors, leading to exaggerated hepatic fibrosis. Furthermore, senescent activated HSCs are eventually eliminated through senescence surveillance, by either NK cells (Krizhanovsky et al. 2008) or macrophages (Lujambio et al. 2013) . Thus, the proper timing of senescence induction and subsequent immune-mediated clearance of HSCs appears to be essential for the physiological process of tissue repair in the liver.
How senescence is triggered in HSCs remains unclear. However a recent study has shown an interesting interplay between damaged hepatocytes and activated HSCs: Expression of the matricellular protein CCN1 is up-regulated and secreted from hepatocytes upon liver damage; CCN1 triggers senescence in HSCs through binding a6b1 integrin, a receptor of CCN1 (Kim et al. 2013 ). An earlier study from the same group revealed that CCN1 also plays an essential role in skin wound healing, where CCN1 triggers senescence of local myofibroblasts. Similar to the senescent HSCs within the injured liver, CCN1-induced senescent myofibroblasts limit excessive fibrosis (Jun and Lau 2010) . The level of CCN1 also appears to be increased in other senescence-associated tissues, such as benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) (Castro et al. 2003; Sakamoto et al. 2004 ). Thus, it will be interesting to know whether the involvement of CCN1 in both senescence and tissue repair is more generalized, perhaps even in the context of the tumor microenvironment.
These different SASP effects are not mutually exclusive, and, within a given microenvironment, the complex cellto-cell or cell-to-ECM communications through a cocktail of SASP components have diverse effects depending on cell types and cell conditions. Understanding and manipulating the net effects of such a complex signaling network as the SASP appears to be very challenging but would extend our opportunities for modulating senescence-related disorders. In addition, the recent study from the Schmitt laboratory (Dö rr et al. 2013) provided insight into another aspect of the SASP unrelated to its downstream effects, but rather the process of protein synthesis, that provokes endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress. This point is discussed in the context of senescence-associated metabolic changes below.
Nucleus, chromatin, and gene regulation
The nuclear phenotype and patterns of gene expression are drastically altered during senescence, with down-regulation of cell cycle genes, up-regulation of senescence marker genes, and senescence-associated alteration of the secretome (Shelton et al. 1999 ). Thus, it is possible that senescence is associated with some unique gene regulatory mechanisms. For example, p16, a functional biomarker of senescence, is negatively regulated by histone H3 Lys 27 trimethylation (H3K27me3) and its docking proteins of the polycomb group (Jacobs et al. 1999) , which can be countered by JMJD3, the H3K27 demethylase (Agger et al. 2009; Barradas et al. 2009 ).
Another example for senescence-associated gene regulation can be seen in the recent study reported by Chicas et al. (2010) . Cell cycle genes are generally repressed when cells are arrested; thus, their repression is not specific to senescence. Among the Retinoblastoma protein family (Rb, p107, and p130), the contribution of Rb to repressing a subset of cell cycle genes (namely, genes involved in DNA replication) is unique to senescence, whereas all Rb family members show redundant activity in repressing those gene during quiescence (Chicas et al. 2010) . This study provides a potential explanation for why, of the Rb family, Rb itself is almost exclusively mutated in cancer and highlights the tumor-suppressive role of Rb and senescence. Several mechanisms have been proposed for Rb's involvement in senescence-associated gene regulation. For example, the tumor suppressor promyelocytic leukemia (PML), a component of PML nuclear bodies (PML NBs, also known as promyelocytic oncogenic domains [PODs]), is a marker of senescence: During senescence, PML is up-regulated, the size and number of PML NBs are increased (Table 1) , and PML contributes to senescence through regulation of p53 and Rb status (Ferbeyre et al. 2000; Pearson et al. 2000; Bischof et al. 2002 Bischof et al. , 2005 . Vernier et al. (2011) recently showed that Rb-E2F complexes are recruited to PML NBs, where heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) (Zhang et al. 2005 ) and the Rb phosphatase PP1a (protein phosphatase 1a) are also located during senescence. They showed that PML overexpression represses some E2F targets, whose promoters can be enriched for E2F as well as PML; thus, the investigators propose that PML NBs are the sites for nucleation of heterochromatin at E2F targets (Vernier et al. 2011 ). It has also been shown that Rb is involved in silencing of E2F target genes during senescence through its physical association with AGO2 (a key component of RNAinduced silencing complex [RISC] ) and microRNA (e.g., let-7) (Benhamed et al. 2012) .
Senescence is also often associated with global changes in chromatin structure and altered expression of proteins that affect chromatin structure (Adams 2007) . For example, upon the induction of senescence in HDFs, senescenceassociated heterochromatic foci (SAHFs) become readily visible as distinct DAPI-dense foci, the formation of which is typically dependent on the Rb pathway . In addition, a subset of genes repressed in senescent cells shows an increase of repressive histone marks in the genic regions Di Micco et al. 2011; Sadaie et al. 2013 ). These studies suggest some correlation between alterations in global chromatin structure and gene expression, but how the higher-order chromatin structure affects specific gene expression remains to be elucidated.
SAHFs
SAHFs were originally described in OIS and, to a lesser extent, in replicative and DNA damage-induced senescence HDFs . SAHFs are enriched for repressive epigenetic marks, such as methylated H3K9, HP1, and macroH2A, whereas euchromatic marks are excluded from SAHFs Zhang et al. 2005) . A series of studies from the Adams laboratory (Zhang et al. 2005 (Zhang et al. , 2007 Ye et al. 2007a,b) have shown that, as an early event in senescence, translocation of the HIRA histone chaperone complex to PML NBs is required for SAHF formation. They also found that the relocalization of HIRA to PML bodies is driven by down-regulation of the canonical Wnt signaling pathway (Ye et al. 2007a) . SAHFs are also characterized by alteration of chromatin architectural proteins, including accumulation of HMGA proteins and loss of linker histone H1 (Funayama et al. 2006; Narita et al. 2006 ). Thus, a number of factors are either functionally or physically involved in the process.
Interestingly, it has been proposed that SAHFs consist of individual chromosomes (Funayama et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2007) , and each focus exhibits a multilayered structure, which consists of a H3K9me3 constitutive heterochromatic core surrounded by H3K27me3 facultative heterochromatic layer (Chandra et al. 2012) . Strikingly, our genome-wide analyses of these two repressive histone marks revealed that the SAHF structure arises through a spatial rearrangement of pre-existing repressively marked chromatin.
How does the global structure of senescent chromatin affect expression of individual genes? One might speculate that such a process, which clearly segregates constitutive heterochromatin, facultative heterochromatin, and active euchromatin into exclusive layers, would create an environment in which not only gene repression but also gene activation can be very efficiently coordinated and maintained (Chandra and Narita 2013). Thus, it is possible that ''local'' genic chromatin modifications can be separately regulated, and the ''global'' structural chromatin alterations facilitate the expression of genes depending on their chromatin states and/or positions. Di Micco et al. (2011) showed that SAHF-like structures can be retained when OIS bypass is achieved by p53 or ATM depletion. Therefore, SAHF-like structures may also confer context-dependent downstream effects, much like SASP, which also can remain active when senescent cells resume proliferating by p53 depletion in a low p16 background (Coppé et al. 2008 ). Di Micco et al. (2011) also showed that SAHFs restrain the DDR, suggesting that the role of SAHFs is not limited to gene regulation.
Lamin B1
The nuclear lamina, a filamentous structure beneath the inner nuclear membrane, has been implicated in the integrity of nuclear structure, chromatin positioning, and gene expression. The nuclear lamina in somatic cells contains two major proteins: A-type and B-type lamins (Dechat et al. 2010) . Recently, Lamin B1 (LMNB1) was reported to be specifically down-regulated during senescence in HDFs (Shimi et al. 2011 ). Since then, several studies have confirmed the reduction of LMNB1 in various senescent cell types (Barascu et al. 2012; Freund et al. 2012; Dreesen et al. 2013; Sadaie et al. 2013; Shah et al. 2013 ). However, the functional relationship between altered LMNB1 levels and senescence phenotypes is still unclear.
The extent to which the senescent phenotype is affected by modulation of LMNB1 levels varies between studies. However, RNAi-mediated depletion of LMNB1 appears to be associated with reduced cell proliferation to various degrees in most (Shimi et al. 2011; Dreesen et al. 2013; Sadaie et al. 2013; Shah et al. 2013) . Shimi et al. (2011) showed that depletion of LMNB1 is sufficient to induce senescence through modulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) production. Perhaps paradoxically, they showed that depletion of LMNB1 leads to a reduction of ROS in a p53-depenent manner. Similarly, Barascu et al. (2012) showed that increased levels of LMNB1 are associated with ROS up-regulation and senescence. Generally, ROS is thought to be a cause of cellular damage, and it has been shown that ROS is increased during senescence. Furthermore, high levels of exogenous oxidative stress can induce senescence (Passos et al. 2007 ). However, increasing evidence suggests that modest levels of ROS can also contribute to cellular proliferation and survival (Sena and Chandel 2012) . Thus, alterations in LMNB1 might contribute to a fine-tuning of ROS levels. Shah et al. (2013) also showed induction of senescence by LMNB1 depletion in HDFs. They found large-scale chromatin domains enriched for H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 (called ''mesas'') and depleted for H3K27me3 (called ''canyons'') in senescent HDFs; these were correlated with the expression of key senescence-associated genes. Interestingly, LMNB1 depletion triggers these mesas and canyons. We also observed a reduction of LMNB1 in senescent HDFs and melanocytes (Sadaie et al. 2013) . Interestingly, despite the global reduction of LMNB1, we observed redistribution of LMNB1 along the genome; LMNB1 is preferentially reduced from regions enriched for H3K9me3 rather than H3K27me3, but there are small regions (only 2% of the genome) where LMNB1 accumulates. Genes within these LMNB1-increased regions, which include some cell cycle genes, tend to be repressed during senescence, with increased H3K27me3 across the gene bodies. In addition, we showed a correlation between LMNB1 reduction (particularly from H3K9me3 regions) and spatial repositioning of perinuclear heterochromatin (H3K9me3-enriched) and SAHF formation. These studies suggest that alteration of LMNB1 might also contribute to senescence through gene regulation in some specific regions.
Compared with LMNB1 depletion, phenotypes induced by ectopic LMNB1 were more heterogeneous between studies: Overexpression of LMNB1 either delays (Shimi et al. 2011) or enhances senescence (Barascu et al. 2012; Dreesen et al. 2013) or exhibits a minimal effect on proliferation (Sadaie et al. 2013) . Precise reasons behind these differences are not clear. In addition to the aforementioned dual role of ROS in proliferation depending on its levels, the fine balance between LMNB1 and LMNA may also be differentially perturbed depending on the system (Hutchison 2012; Dreesen et al. 2013) . It is important to note that the senescence-associated complex regional alterations of genomic LMNB1 binding, dependent on local chromatin states, might be masked by enforced increase of global LMNB1 levels.
Other chromatin alterations associated with senescence
While SAHFs are characterized microscopically, De Cecco et al.(2013) recently identified another type of senescenceassociated chromatin alteration using a biochemical approach: formaldehyde-assisted isolation of regulatory elements (FAIRE), a method for genome-wide mapping of open chromatin regions. They showed, in replicative senescent HDFs, an overall condensation of chromatin in euchromatic regions, with the exception of some specific genes. On the other hand, chromatin of repetitive sequences, including major classes of retrotransposon as well as pericentromeric regions, which are highly condensed in normal cells, tend to become open in senescent cells. The decondensation of these heterochromatic regions is associated with expression of transposable elements (such as LINE1 elements) and their transposition, particularly at later time points after the induction of senescence. They also showed the decondensation of pericentromeric heterochromatin in late senescent cells. Ivanov et al. (2013) have recently shown another unexpected observation: the loss of chromatin during senescence. They found that reduction of LMNB1 and loss of nuclear envelope integrity in senescent cells are associated with the appearance of cytoplasmic chromatin fragments (CCFs). These are targeted to autophagy for degradation, resulting in low histone content. A reduction of total histone content was seen within the deeper (or ''mature'') portions of nevi, a model for in vivo OIS (Ivanov et al. 2013) . Thus, similar to the redistribution of the relative condensation of chromatin mentioned above, CCFs also appear to be a late event during senescence. The physiological significance of these chromatin alterations that are associated with late or deep senescence remains to be elucidated, or they might be considered ''degenerative'' alterations as the investigators suggest (De Cecco et al. 2013; Ivanov et al. 2013 ).
Senescence and changes in cellular metabolism
Senescence is currently defined by the lack of cell cycle progression or proliferation. However, senescent cells are often enlarged, suggesting that they retain the capacity to ''hypertrophy.'' Thus, there appears to be an uncoupling between cellular proliferation and growth during senescence. In addition, the functional activities of senescent cells along with the en masse secretion of proteins further suggest that senescent cells are metabolically highly active. This has been confirmed by recent studies that have measured various aspects of metabolism during senescence (Fig. 2) .
Protein degradation pathways
Macroautophagy (referred to as autophagy in this review) is a an evolutionarily conserved catabolic process, which involves isolation of cytoplasmic organelles and macromolecules by double membranous autophagosomes and their en masse degradation through fusion with lysosomes (forming autolysosomes) (Mizushima and Komatsu 2011) . Autophagy is a bulk nonspecific cytoplasmic degradation mechanism. Some level of specificity of the cargo for degradation is directed through autophagic receptors, including p62 (also known as sequestosome-1), NBR1, and Nix (Johansen and Lamark 2011) . The basal level of autophagy plays an important role for quality control of macromolecules and energy homeostasis, but it can also be induced in response to various cytotoxic stresses (Hoare et al. 2011) . Increasing data indicate a significant association between senescence and autophagy in various cell systems (Gerland et al. 2003; Gamerdinger et al. 2009; Sasaki et al. 2010; Capparelli et al. 2012; Dö rr et al. 2013) . Some studies have touched on the functional relevance of autophagy in senescence, where its role appears to vary depending on cell type and senescence triggers (Patschan et al. 2007; Young et al. 2009; Leidal et al. 2012; Mosieniak et al. 2012; Singh et al. 2012; Dö rr et al. 2013) . Gamerdinger et al. (2009) showed a gradual shift in the degradation pathway for polyubiquitinated proteins from the proteasome pathway to autophagy during replicative senescence in HDFs. Other studies also imply the significance of another function of autophagy as a cell survival mechanism, providing some balance between senescence and cell death upon the onset of cellular stress (Patschan et al. 2007) . Indeed, some studies have shown that inhibition of autophagy facilitates senescence (Kang et al. 2011a; Wang et al. 2012) , but this might be due in part to the loss of cell-protective roles of autophagy, which facilitates senescence effectors under some stressful conditions, where cells are not prone to apoptosis.
We recently showed that autophagy is activated during the dynamic phase of OIS in HDFs, which was accompanied by a concerted up-regulation of genes involved in both autophagy and lysosomal biogenesis (Young et al. 2009 ). The kinetics of these gene expression changes were similar to that of SASP components, implying some level of correlation between autophagy and the SASP. Indeed, inhibition of autophagy suppressed the production of both IL6 and IL8 and delayed the establishment of senescence. Our data suggest a functional link between two effector programs, autophagy and SASP, involved in senescence, although we do not exclude a more direct functional link of autophagy with OIS. How do autophagy, the bulk protein degradation process, and the SASP, which represents a process of massive protein synthesis, occur together? Interestingly, a number of studies have shown that mTOR, a master regulator of protein synthesis, also positively regulates senescence in different systems (Demidenko et al. 2009; Blagosklonny 2012; Kolesnichenko et al. 2012; Pospelova et al. 2012; Garbers et al. 2013) . We recently showed that the subcellular localization of autophagy and mTOR might play a key role for the simultaneous activation of anabolic and catabolic processes during senescence . mTOR is a nutrient-sensitive kinase that promotes global protein translation and ribosome biogenesis and inhibits the ULK1 complex, which initiates autophagosome formation (Mizushima and Komatsu 2011) . On the other hand, it has been shown that amino acid stimulation triggers mTOR recruitment to the surface of lysosomes, where mTOR is activated, in a Rag GTPase-dependent manner (Sancak et al. 2008 (Sancak et al. , 2010 Bar-Peled and Sabatini 2012) . Thus, mTOR inhibits the initial step of autophagy, whereas the last stage of autophagy (autolysosomes) can facilitate mTOR activation. Interestingly, OIS is associated with accumulation of autolysosome compartments, where a Rag GTPase-dependent sequestration of mTOR correlates with enhanced autophagosome formation as well as cytokine production . Although whether the actual kinase activity of mTOR colocalized with autolysosomes during senescence has not been confirmed, the spatial proximity of autolysosomes and mTOR (Tor autophagy spatial coupling compartment [TASCC]) may provide a mechanism for the simultaneous activation of protein degradation and ''local protein synthesis'' in certain contexts. Lysosomal clusters have also been associated with senescence in different contexts (Gerland et al. 2003; Dö rr et al. 2013) .
In addition to autophagy, the second major proteindegradative pathway-the proteasome-also has functional relevance to the phenotype. It was recently shown that aberrant Ras/ERK signaling leads to senescence-associated protein degradation (SAPD), whose targets include proteins required for cell cycle progression, cell migration, mitochondrial functions, RNA metabolism, and cell signaling (Deschênes-Simard et al. 2013 ). Inactivation of individual SAPD targets is sufficient for senescence induction. Thus, in addition to autophagic ''bulk'' degradation, ''selective'' proteasomal protein degradation also plays important roles in senescence.
Further evidence links the rapid protein turnover and production of secretory proteins during senescence. In a chemotherapy-induced senescence model, SASP production was associated with increased energy requirements, ER stress, an unfolded protein response, and increased autophagy activity (Dö rr et al. 2013 ). The investigators proposed that the highly active SASP overwhelms the cellular capacity for synthesis and the processing of Figure 2 . Metabolic pathways involved in senescence-a collective view of recent studies. Recent studies suggest that mitochondrial metabolism is highly active during OIS and TIS. In addition to the TCA cycle, TIS was also associated with enhanced glycolysis and fatty acid catabolism (Dö rr et al. 2013) . It was proposed that enhanced ATP production facilitates energy-consuming effectors, such as SASP and autophagy. Production of the SASP evokes ER stress, which is mitigated by autophagy. We showed that spatial coupling of autolysosomes and mTOR (TASCC) facilitates IL6/8 synthesis in OIS cells. We hypothesize that the rapid protein turnover drives nascent synthesis of secretory proteins, but the precise mechanism for the functional relationship between the TASCC and SASP remains to be elucidated ). ME1 and ME2 have been shown to be p53-repressive targets, and their down-regulation activates p53, triggering and/or reinforcing senescence. MEs are important for the production of NADPH, a reducing agent, which is also necessary for biomass synthesis. Some metabolites derived from the TCA cycle or shift in their balance may also have cellular effects. This is a collective interpretation of data from multiple studies; thus, components do not necessarily link to each other in the same context. For example, the significance of the reciprocal regulation of MEs and p53 is unclear in OIS conditions, and the mechanism for PDH activation appears to be different depending on oncogenes. Note that earlier studies suggest that senescent cells are associated with dysfunctional mitochondria (Moiseeva et al. 2009 ). In all cases, ROS production appears to be increased. secretory proteins, thus leading to proteotoxic stress, which can be attenuated by simultaneous activation of autophagy in an energy-dependent manner. The data also suggest that the increase of oxygen consumption (and thus perhaps ATP production) during senescence is autophagydependent. Thus, therapy-induced senescent (TIS) cells are more susceptible to interruption of exogenous energy supplies or autophagy than normal cells or nonsecretory senescent cells. This study provides an additional view of the functional relationship between anabolic and catabolic processes, which are simultaneously activated during senescence. This implies that the SASP and the energy required for its production confer a potential mechanism for clearance of senescent cells independent of downstream functions of each secretory protein.
Mitochondria metabolism
In addition to the active protein metabolism described above, recent reports have shown that mitochondrial oxidative metabolism is up-regulated in senescent cells to support the metabolic demands of these cells (Dö rr et al. 2013; Kaplon et al. 2013) . The collaborative study from the Peeper and Gottlieb groups (Kaplon et al. 2013) has recently investigated the metabolic profile of senescent HDFs caused by oncogenic BRAF V600E . This revealed that pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) plays a key role in OIS. Pyruvate is the last product of glycolysis, and PDH converts pyruvate to acetyl-CoA, which enters the TCA cycle for cellular respiration. Thus, PDH lies at the junction between glycolysis (the anaerobic reaction in the cytoplasm) and the TCA cycle (the aerobic reaction within the mitochondria). PDH activity is fine-tuned by two enzymes, PDH kinases (PDKs) and PDH phosphatases (PDPs), which inhibit and activate PDH, respectively. During OIS caused by BRAF V600E , PDH is activated through suppression of PDK1 and induction of PDP2, resulting in increased TCA cycle activity and concomitant high oxygen consumption. The similar increase in the PDH activity and oxygen consumption was observed during Ras G12V -induced senescence, although in this context, levels of PDK1 and PDP2 appear to be unaltered. PDH activation is not simply a consequence of OIS, since activation of PDH by the PDK1 depletion is sufficient for senescence induction in HDFs, and ectopic PDK1 expression inhibits OIS. Interestingly, PDH activation appears to be toxic even in BRAF V600E -driven melanoma cells, which have already bypassed OIS, suggesting that the PDK1-PDP2-PDH axis is not only crucial in tumor suppression but also a potential target for tumor treatment.
On the other hand, there has been a link between senescence and dysfunction of mitochondrial metabolism (Passos et al. 2007 ). Curiously, it has been shown that cellular levels of ATP are decreased through mitochondrial dysfunction in OIS HDFs (Moiseeva et al. 2009 ). In addition, in replicative senescent HDFs, a partial uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria was reported; thus, even if the oxygen consumption is increased, ATP production may not be efficient (Hü tter et al. 2004) . Although, the Peeper and Gottlieb groups (Kaplon et al. 2013 ) did not report the actual levels of ATP production in OIS cells, another recent study by Dö rr et al. (2013) has shown an increase of ATP production in both TIS lymphomas and OIS HDFs. They showed that glycolysis as well as the oxygen consumption rate are enhanced in these conditions and that the enhanced energy production is critical for the fitness of senescent cells, as discussed earlier in this review. The reason for the apparent discrepancy between recent and earlier studies on mitochondrial capacity for energy production is not clear. Changes in metabolic profiles in response to oncogenic or genotoxic stress might be very sensitive to the intensity and/or duration of that stress. Thus, subtle differences in experimental systems might affect single time point snapshots of the profile. In any case, all studies commonly detect up-regulation of ROS, which has been implicated as a critical mediator of senescence (Lee et al. 1999; Lu and Finkel 2008; Moiseeva et al. 2009 ).
How do the hyperactive TCA cycle and energy production contribute to senescence? It is conceivable that increased ROS facilitates the process. In addition, as Dö rr et al. (2013) proposed, increasing cellular energy production appears to be a strategy for handling the energy consuming senescence effectors, including SASP and autophagy. Moreover, glycolysis (an anaerobic process) and the TCA cycle (an aerobic process) favor biomass synthesis and energy generation, respectively, and their balance is critical for cell proliferation. The hyperactive TCA cycle not only enhances ROS production but also compromises biomass synthesis (required for cell proliferation), such as production of lipids, nucleotides, and amino acids (Vander Heiden et al. 2009 ). In addition, considering recent evidence that metabolites derived from the TCA cycle, such as succinate, fumarate, and a-ketoglutarate, have profound effects on transcriptional regulation (Kaelin and McKnight 2013) , it is also tempting to speculate that those metabolites or a shift in their balance may affect the phenotype through their cellular effects.
A recent study by Jiang et al. (2013) has shown that perturbation of malic enzymes (MEs), which are associated with the TCA cycle, modulates senescence. MEs are important for NADPH production, which is required for biomass synthesis, such as lipid production. They showed that MEs are repressive targets of p53 and that depletion of MEs reciprocally activates p53, thus inducing p53-dependent senescence in HDFs, while their ectopic expression delays replicative senescence. Although the consequences of ME depletion appear to be cell type-dependent (Jiang et al. 2013) , it is possible that depletion of MEs diverts malate metabolism to producing NADH, which is the main electron donor for the electron transport chain that drives ATP production in mitochondria. In addition, NADPH is a reducing agent; thus, depletion of MEs would also enhance oxidative stress. Indeed, Jiang et al. (2013) showed an increased ROS production upon knockdown of MEs (ME2 in particular) in HDFs. It would be interesting to know whether the hyperactive mitochondrial respiration and reciprocal regulation of p53 and ME are functionally connected (Fig. 2) .
Senescence stability
Senescence has previously been defined using terms such as ''permanent arrest'' or ''irreversible cell cycle exit.'' However, a frequently asked question about senescence is: ''Is senescence really irreversible?'' In culture, quiescent cells can readily resume their cell cycle upon release from inhibitory effects, such as low serum or contact inhibition; senescent cells are refractory to similar treatments Campisi 1989, 1990; Serrano et al. 1997) . The lack of response to growth factor stimulation in particular is reinforced by the stable arrest of OIS cells, where signaling downstream from growth factor stimuli is constitutively active. This appears to be true in vivo, exemplified by melanocytic nevi that frequently harbor the oncogenic BRAF V600E mutation. However, efforts to rigorously investigate the stability of senescence have revealed that the stability of cell cycle arrest also varies depending on the cellular context. It has been shown that replicative senescence in BJ skin fibroblasts can be reversed upon p53 depletion (Beausé jour et al. 2003) . This is consistent with the view that persistent DDR contributes to the maintenance of the senescent phenotype primarily through the p53 pathway (d'Adda di Fagagna 2008). Compared with senescent BJ cells, which tend to have relatively low expression of p16, attempts to reverse senescence in WI38 lung embryonic fibroblasts in which the p16-Rb pathway is intact are less successful (Beauséjour et al. 2003) . Interestingly, perhaps due to the different activity in the p16-Rb pathway, WI38 cells are also more SAHF-competent. As mentioned earlier, SAHF formation is largely dependent on the p16-Rb pathway but not on the p53 pathway in OIS HDFs . If the speculation above is correct that the SAHF-like segregation of chromatin, due to its epigenetic marks, is associated with efficient maintenance of the gene expression profile (for both constitutively expressed and repressed), SAHFs, at least in part, might contribute to the refractoriness of senescence arrest to the removal of the persistent p53 signal.
Another insight into the stability of senescence arrest was derived from the field of cell reprogramming. In 2009, six studies showed that the p53 and INK4A pathways are activated during generation of induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells using the classical four factors OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and c-MYC (or three factors without c-MYC). Collectively, they suggest that senescence can be a barrier to the reprogramming to generate iPS cells from fibroblasts Hong et al. 2009; Kawamura et al. 2009; Li et al. 2009; Marió n et al. 2009; Utikal et al. 2009 ). More recently, however, iPS cells were successfully generated from replicatively senescent HDFs at a rate comparable with their proliferative counterparts (Lapasset et al. 2011) . For this, two other key regulators of embryonic stem cell identity, NANOG and LIN28, were added to the classical four; therefore, senescent cells can be reprogrammed if conditions are optimal. Interestingly, the investigators claim that, during the reprogramming of senescent cells, the disappearance of SAHFs preceded the restoration of proliferation, supporting a role for SAHFs in the maintenance of senescence arrest.
Senescence in vivo
OIS has been intensively studied in culture systems since it was first described in detail (Serrano et al. 1997) . In 2005, a series of studies identified OIS and its related phenotype, loss of tumor suppresser-induced senescence (as exemplified by PTEN loss-induced cellular senescence [PICS]) (Alimonti et al. 2010) in several murine and human premalignant lesions (Braig et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2005; Collado et al. 2005; Lazzerini Denchi et al. 2005; Michaloglou et al. 2005) , reinforcing the tumor-suppressive role of senescence (Narita and Lowe 2005) . However, as the diverse activities of the SASP illustrate, the role of senescence on tumorigenesis needs careful evaluation based on the net effect on the tumor microenvironment as a whole. The impact of senescent cells on the microenvironment has also been shown in the context of tissue injury and repair (see ''Functions of the SASP'') (Krizhanovsky et al. 2008; Jun and Lau 2010; Kim et al. 2013) .
Replicative senescence, the prototype of the phenotype, involves ''time''; thus, it is often referred to as ''cell aging.'' It is not surprising that senescence has long been suspected to play a role in both organismal aging and declining organ function with age (Rudolph et al. 2000; Cristofalo et al. 2004 ). Indeed, senescent markers, including SA-b-Gal, DDR, telomere dysfunction, and p16, have been detected in various tissues from old individuals (Dimri et al. 1995; Krishnamurthy et al. 2004; Herbig et al. 2006; Jeyapalan et al. 2007; Flores et al. 2008 ) and agerelated diseased organs in mammals (Minamino et al. 2002; Price et al. 2002) . Such age-dependent up-regulation of p16 was also confirmed using p16 reporter mouse models (Yamakoshi et al. 2009; Burd et al. 2013) . But does senescence play a causative role in aging? A series of studies in 2006 touched on this important question (Janzen et al. 2006; Krishnamurthy et al. 2006; Molofsky et al. 2006) . They showed that p16 is up-regulated in tissue stem cell/progenitor compartments such as hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), pancreatic islet cells, and neuronal stem cells in an age-dependent manner and thus constrains their regenerative capacity. p16 is a CDK inhibitor (CDKI) and thus inhibits cell cycle progression. Compared with other CDKIs, it is very specific for senescence and probably is one of the best ''functional'' biomarkers of senescence. Indeed, they showed that genetic ablation of p16 restores the decline of the regenerative capacity in those tissue stem cell/progenitor cells to some extent. These studies support the causative effect of senescence for aging, at least at an organ level.
Consistently, Baker et al. (2008) have shown that p16 deficiency attenuates aging phenotypes in a subset of tissues where p16 is activated in BubR1 hypomorphic progeroid mice. Instead of delaying senescence by depleting p16, the same group also took a different strategy through elimination of p16-positive senescent cells. They generated an elegant mouse model in which p16-positive senescent cells can be inducibly and selectively killed (Baker et al. 2011 ). In the same progerioid mice, lifelong or even late-life elimination of p16-expressing senescent cells delays age-associated phenotypes in those p16-sensitive tissues. Of note, Baker et al. (2008 Baker et al. ( , 2011 showed that, in contrast to the case of p16 ablation, which accelerates lung tumor development in the BubR1 hypomorphic background, clearance of p16-expressing senescent cells does not appear to show obvious side effects. Thus, clearance of senescent cells represents a promising approach for anti-aging therapy. However, at the same time, these studies also revealed the existence of p16-independent age-associated phenotypes, at least in the BubR1 hypomorphic progeroid model.
The beneficial effect of elimination of p16-expressing senescent cells is somehow reminiscent of the phenotype of super-Arf/p53 (s-Arf/p53) mice, which harbor normally regulated single extra gene doses of Arf and p53 (Matheu et al. 2007 ). The average life span of s-Arf/p53 mice is significantly longer than control wild-type mice, although the maximum life span is similar. This anti-aging effect of additional Arf/p53 seems to be independent of their tumor suppressor effects. The precise mechanism for this antiaging effect is not entirely clear. As the investigators propose, some p53 target genes under physiological conditions have a global anti-oxidant effect, which helps in part attenuating aging (Matheu et al. 2007) . It is tempting to speculate that the extra doses of these tumor suppressors might also contribute to efficient clearance of senescent cells.
Concluding remarks
Recent advances in our understanding of senescence suggest that what once was thought to be an endpoint of stress response has a functional relevance in various pathophysiological contexts, including aging and age-associated diseases, inflammation, and tissue repair. In addition, identification and characterization of senescence effector programs such as the DDR, the mTOR/autophagy signal network, the protein secretory program, and epigenetic gene regulation, which are shared with other physiological contexts, have been promoting interdisciplinary approaches to tackle this complex phenotype. A challenge is to understand senescence as a high-order network of these different pathways and molecules. The diversity in the quality of the phenotype according to the combination of the effector mechanisms and biomarkers may seem to make the definition of senescence obscure. Unfortunately, there is no such thing as a ''senescence score.'' The recent approach using ''high content analysis'' to study senescence might improve our skill for diagnosing senescence, at least in vitro (Acosta et al. 2013) . Further understanding of the ''senescence network'' will be required to obtain more systematic and quantitative tools for senescence diagnosis. Such advances in understanding senescence would also extend our opportunity to modulate this complex phenotype in various pathophysiological contexts.
